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Tom J. Brown& Peter A. Dacin

The

Companyand the Product:
Associations
and
Corporate
Consumer Product Responses

Although brand theorists suggest that what a person knows about a company (i.e., corporate associations) can
influence perceptions of the company's products, little systematic research on these effects exists. The authors
examine the effects of two general types of corporate associations on product responses: One focuses on the company's capabilities for producing products, that is, corporate ability (CA) associations, and the other focuses on the
company's perceived social responsibility, that is, corporate social responsibility (CSR) associations. The results of
three studies, including one that measures respondents' CA and CSR associations for well-known companies and
one that uses consumers recruited in a shopping mall, demonstrate that (1) what consumers know about a company can influence their beliefs about and attitudes toward new products manufactured by that company, (2) CA
and CSR associations may have different effects on consumer responses to products, and (3) products of companies with negative associations are not always destined to receive negative responses. The authors conclude by
discussing the implications of these findings for marketing managers and further research.

onsumers'cognitive associationsfor a company(i.e.,
corporateassociations) can be both a strategic asset
(Dowling 1993; Weigelt and Camerer 1988) and a
source of sustainable competitive advantage (Aaker 1996;
Ghemawat 1986; Hall 1993). Because influencingthese corporateassociations is an importantstrategictask (Barichand
Kotler 1991; Fombrun1996), marketersspend great sums of
money each year on corporateadvertising,corporatephilanthropy, sponsorships, cause-related marketing, and public
image studies (The Conference Board 1994; Kinnear and
Root 1995; Schumann,Hathcote,and West 1991; Smith and
Stodghill 1994). However, the outcomes of actions to
enhance corporate associations are difficult to ascertain.
According to one managerat a majorAmericanretailer,"We
do all these good things ... we build buildings, give money
away ... but we don't know if we get anything out of it."

Although corporate associations, such as corporate
image, have a long history in the marketingliterature,there
is a surprising lack of evidence on how, when, and what
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types of corporateassociations affect productresponses.As
marketers,however, it is importantto understandhow the
information consumers associate with a company affects
their responses to the productsand services offered by that
company. Highlighting the need for researchon this topic,
the Marketing Science Institute (1992, pp. 6-7) recently
proposed the following as research priorities: obtaining a
betterunderstandingof "thevalue of a corporateimage"and
"the value of being seen as a corporate'good guy'."
Our purpose is to explore the influence of the various
types of cognitive associations that consumerscan hold for
a corporationon consumer product evaluations. We introduce two types of corporateassociations-corporate ability
(CA) and corporate social responsibility(CSR). Corporate
ability associations are those associations related to the
company'sexpertise in producingand deliveringits outputs.
Corporatesocial responsibilityassociationsreflect the organization's status and activities with respect to its perceived
societal obligations. Forexample, Ben & Jerry'sHomemade
has become "knownas much for sharingits wealth with the
poor as for its use of naturalingredientsto produceincredibly rich ice cream"(Smith 1994, p. 42). Note thatCSR associations are often unrelatedto the company'sabilities in producing goods and services.
Our investigationof this topic contributesto the marketing literaturein numerousways. First,we provideempirical
validationof the relationshipbetweencorporateassociations
and consumerproductevaluations;in short, we demonstrate
that what consumers know about a company can influence
their evaluations of products introduced by the company.
Second, we demonstrate that different types of corporate
associations (i.e., CA and CSR) can have importantinfluences on company and product evaluations, but that the
mannerin which each type of corporateassociation affects
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productresponses may be different.Third, we also provide
evidence that suggests that corporateassociations can serve
as an importantcontext for the evaluation of a company's
products.For example, we demonstratethat productsintroduced by a company with negative CA associations are not
always destined to receive negative productresponses and,
in certain situations, may experience an increase in product
evaluationsthat similar companies with positive CA associations may not receive.
In the following section, we presenta brief review of the
relevant literatureand elaborateon the distinction between
CA and CSR associations. We then develop and test propositions about the effect of these associations on consumer
responses to a new product.Next, we present three studies
(one using consumersrecruitedin a shoppingmall) and conclude with a general discussion of study results.

LiteratureReview
We use the term corporate associations as a generic label

for all the informationabout a company thata personholds.
For example, corporateassociations might include perceptions, inferences, and beliefs about a company; a person's
knowledge of his or her prior behaviors with respect to the
company; informationabout the company's prior actions;
moods and emotions experiencedby the personwith respect
to the company; and overall and specific evaluationsof the
company and its perceivedattributes.
Corporateassociationsdiffer in their focus from product
associations. The former deal broadly with the company,
whereasthe latterdeal with a specific productor service (cf.
Keller's [19931 distinction between brand knowledge and
secondary associations; Aaker's [19961 distinction between
organizational association andbrandassociations). Therefore, we agree with the currentthinkingin the literaturethat
suggests that the company and the productsand/orservices
it offers are separateentities (Aaker 1996; Dacin and Smith
1994). However,the degree to which corporateand product
associations influence each other is an open question for
which little empirical evidence exists.
Much of the existing theory and researchon corporate
associations appearsunderthe rubricof corporateimage. In
1958, PierreMartineaupublishedseminal articles on corporate and retailerimage (Martineau1958a, b) that led to considerable attention directed at company image during the
1960s. In the early 1970s, however, the momentum of
researchon corporateimage decreaseddramatically,though
the concept still reappearedoccasionally in the marketing
literature.
Variousdefinitions of corporateimage exist in the literature. For example, some authorsdiscuss the concept as a
person's "perception"(e.g., Carlson 1963; Enis 1967), or a
mental "picture"or "portrait"of a firm (e.g., Bristol 1960;
Hardy 1970). Some authors incorporateevaluations, feelings, and attitudestowarda company into their conceptualizations of company image (e.g., Barich and Kotler 1991;
IFora morecompletereviewof the historyof corporateimage
see Johnsonand Zinkhan(1990), Kennedy
conceptualization,
(1977),andMertes( 1971).

Cohen 1963; Dowling 1986; Pharoah1982). Others refer to
corporateimage as the "associationsand meanings"a person has about a firm (e.g., Martineau1958b). We incorporate each of these perspectivesin our general definition of
corporateassociations.
Although specific definitionsof the constructdiffer, theorists agree that corporate image exists in people's minds
and that there is not a unanimouslysharedcorporateimage
for any given company. Moreover,virtuallyall frameworks
proposedfor corporateimage (e.g., Barichand Kotler 1991;
Fombrun 1996; Garbett 1988; Gregory 1991) posit that a
company has multiple audiences or constituencies (e.g.,
consumers, the business community, government, news
media, employees). We focus on the consumeraudience.
Although company image waned somewhat as a
research topic in marketing, it continues to be an active
researchtopic in other disciplines. Researchersin economics and strategicmanagement,for example, devote attention
to the study of reputationcapital, and the benefits this capital bringsto a firm.This literaturesuggests that a reputation
serves several functions, for example, as an effective entry
barrierin a market(Kreps and Wilson 1982; Milgrom and
Roberts 1982), a mechanism to encourage cooperation
among competitors in regulated and deregulated markets
(Daughety and Forsythe 1987), a mechanism to enable the
firm to receive premiumprices for its output(Shapiro 1983),
and a basis for repeatbusiness (Beatty and Ritter 1986). In
addition,Nayyar(1990) notes that the informationasymmetry between buyerand seller creates an incentive for service
providersto capitalize on a firm's reputationand introduce
new service offerings for existing customers. Management
researchers (e.g., Fombrun and Shanley 1990; McGuire,
Schneeweis, and Branch 1990) also study the influence of
variousfirm performancemeasureson the business community's perceptionsof firm reputationby using data from the
annualFortlunereputationsurvey.
In the organizationalbehavior literature,Dutton, Dukerich, and Harquail(1994) suggest that an organization's
image could influence the extent of member identification
with the organization (see also Bhattacharya,Rao, and
Glynn 1995). Accounting theorists have devoted considerable attention to the complexities of accounting for corporate reputation (see Riahi-Belkaoui and Pavlik 1992).
Finally,in the finance literature,Cornell and Shapiro(1987)
offer an insightfullook at how a companycreates value with
its stakeholdersthroughtheir ideas about net organizational
capital. Clearly, corporate associations are an inextricable
partof each of these perspectives.
Prior Empirical Research
Over 25 years ago, Hardy (1970) lamented that few managers really knew whetherknowledgeof a company had any
effect on the sales of that company's products.Much of the
early empirical work on corporateassociations focuses on
developing measures of various constructs, such as company image, ratherthan on developing theoretical links to
other important constructs, such as consumer responses
(e.g., Bolger 1959; Clevenger, Lazier, and Clark 1965;
Cohen 1967; Hill 1962; Spector 1961; Tucker 1961).
Although a handful of studies do investigate the effects of
CorporateAssociations / 69
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variouscorporateassociations on consumerresponses, their
results are equivocal.
Several studies demonstratethatcorporateimage affects
consumer product judgments and responses in a positive
manner(Belch and Belch 1987; Carlson 1963; Cohen 1963;
Keller and Aaker 1994; Wansink 1989). Similarly, others
demonstratethis effect for relatedconstructs,such as advertiser reputation(Goldberg and Hartwick 1990) and corporate credibility (Keller and Aaker 1992). Conversely,Hardy
(1970) reports a weak negative relationshipbetween company image and productpreferences.Others,such as Shimp
and Bearden(1982), find that the reputationof the company
offering a productis not a powerful influence on consumer
responses (e.g., lowering the perceivedrisk associated with
innovativeproducts).
The inconsistentresults in the literatureleave marketing
managerswith the intuitiveimplicationthata good image is
probablybetterthana bad image, but with little else to guide
them as to how particularcorporate positioning strategies
might influence consumer product responses. We believe
that one of the reasons for the inconsistencyof priorresults
is that not all corporateassociations are alike. Two companies may have the same overall degree of favorabilityfor
consumers, yet each company might experience different
influences of corporate associations on consumer product
responses. We believe that to understand these different
effects it is importantto distinguish between two types of
associations-CA associations and CSR associations.

TwoTypes of Corporate
Associations
In their review of extant theory and research on the treatment of corporatereputationin accounting, Riahi-Belkaoui
and Pavlik (1992, p. 81) conclude that a company's social
performanceand its organizationaleffectiveness are "two
major signals used by firms to create a good reputation"
among its various audiences. In many ways, these two categories of corporateassociations representtwo general corporatepositioning strategiesthat might be pursuedby managers. To illustrate, a manager might choose to position a
company (1) on its corporateability (CA), or expertise in
producing and delivering product and/or service offerings,
or (2) on its corporate social responsibility (CSR), or the
characterof the company, usually with regardto important
societal issues. A company following the first positioning
strategywould focus on the expertise of employees, superiority of internalresearchand developmentand the resulting
technological innovation, manufacturing expertise, customer orientation, industry leadership, and so on. Such a
strategy serves to build or reinforce associations related to
the company's productsand services. Consumersalso might
learn CA associations from prior experiences with a company, word-of-mouthcommunication,or media reports.For
example, repeated product recalls provide consumers with
informationabout a company's product-relatedabilities.
As an alternative,thereis increasingattentiondirectedat
strategies designed to showcase CSR. For example, some
companies focus on environmental friendliness, commit-

ment to diversity in hiring and promoting, community
involvement,sponsorshipof culturalactivities, or corporate
philanthropy.Other companies increase their visibility in
their supportof social causes throughcause-relatedmarketand Menon 1988). During 1993, coming (e.g., Varadarajan
panies spent about $1 billion on cause-related marketing
campaigns, an increase of 150% over 1990 (Smith and
Stodghill 1994). Although such strategies may influence
how consumers think about a company, they offer consumers little informationthat is directly associated with the
productsand services it produces.
Although absent from the marketing literature, we
believe that the distinction between CA and CSR associations is an importantone in the context of consumerproduct
responses. The manner in which corporate associations
influence new productevaluationsdiffers depending on the
nature of the corporate associations held by consumers.
Consequently, understandinghow corporate associations
influence consumer product responses would increase the
ability of marketersto manage crucial decisions, such as
which types of associationsto emphasizein the introduction
and positioning of new products.

Study One: CorporateAssociations
and Consumer Product Responses
In many situations, consumers might possess both CA and
CSR associations for a given company.For example, a consumer might believe that the Microsoft Corporation is a
leader in the developmentof computersoftwaretechnology,
as well as a majorcorporatesponsorof culturalevents. Similarly,consumers might recognize Exxon Corporationas an
innovator in petroleum extraction and refining and at the
same time view the company as a threatto the naturalenvironment. We consider the context in which both types of
corporateassociations are availableto consumersand examine whether and how these sorts of corporateassociations
influence consumer opinions of the products marketedby
companies.
We propose two general ways in which corporateassociations might influenceconsumerresponsesto a company's
products. When consumers evaluate a new product, they
presumablyconsider salient or diagnostic attributesof the
productand, on the basis of these attributes,form an opinion of the product. If corporateassociations provide cues
about the likely standingof the new producton a particular
attribute,they may influence consumer perceptions of the
productattributes.In addition,corporateassociations might
influence consumers' product responses in a more global
mannerby serving as an evaluativecontext for the new product. Following, we discuss these two types of influences of
corporateassociations on consumerproductresponses.
When a consumer initially encounters a new product,
importantinformationabout the product is often missing.
The literatureon consumer inference making (e.g., Dick,
Chakravarti,and Biehal 1990; Lynch, Marmorstein, and
Weigold 1988; Simmons and Lynch 1991) suggests that
consumers may form inferences about missing product
attributes by drawing a connection between an available
piece of information(e.g., a company's reputationfor inno-
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vation or manufacturingability) and the missing attribute
(e.g., productsophistication, innovativeness).For example,
Wansink (1989) demonstrates that consumers may draw
inferences about missing productattributesfrom corporate
information.Corporateability associations, which are relevant to the company's ability to produce output, are one
likely source for inferences about product attributes.One
importantproduct attributethat may be influenced by CA
associations is perceived product sophistication, which we
define as the degree to which a productexhibits the latest
technological advances. Corporate social responsibility
associations, on the other hand, which are less relevant to
the company's ability to produce goods or services, offer
consumers little in the way of informationdirectly related
to filling in missing productattributevalues.2Thus, we propose that one way in which corporateassociations, in particular CA associations, influence consumer product
responses is through their influence on product attribute
perceptions.
Extant empirical researchdemonstratesthat consumers
use both performance-relatedcorporate associations and
perceived social responsibilitywhen formingan impression
of a company (e.g., Winters 1986, 1988). We believe that
both CA and CSR associations may be used by consumers
in establishing a corporatecontext for evaluatingnew products. Although CSR associations may have little effect on
product attribute perceptions, they may be useful for
enhancing the liking or trustworthinessof the company
(Aaker 1996).
When a consumer identifies a productwith a company,
an opportunityarises for the overall evaluationof the company to influence the evaluation of the product. Bargh and
2An exception to this general situation might occur if a particular productor category were consistently marketedon the basis of
social responsibilityattributes.

colleagues (1992, p. 893) demonstrate that the automatic
retrievalof storedevaluationsis pervasive,noting that"most
evaluations stored in memory, for social and nonsocial
objects alike, become active automaticallyon the mere presence or mention of the object in the environment."In the
marketplace,opportunities abound for consumers to link
companies to products. The use of a corporate branding
strategyis an obvious situationin which this occurs, but it is
by no means the only situation. We believe that when the
evaluationof the new productoccurs in the presenceof corporate information,the corporateassociations can create a
context for the evaluationof the product.
Model Summary
We summarizethe ideas presentedin the previous sections
in the model illustratedin Figure 1. On the basis of our discussion, we predict that CA associations influence the perception of importantproductattributes(i.e., productsophistication in our empirical test). In addition, we expect both
CA and CSR associationsto influence consumerevaluations
of a companyand the companycontext to influence product
evaluations.
This model is importantbecause it allows for the possibility of multiple paths of influence for corporateassociations on consumerproductresponses, a component missing
from prior studies of corporateassociations reportedin the
literature.In addition,it recognizes an importantdistinction
between different types of corporate associations. In the
subsequentsection, we describe an initial study we used to
examine our model.
Method
We used a questionnairein a lab-typeenvironmentto obtain
the measuresneeded to test the model. Because of the limited knowledgeaboutthe influence of corporateassociations

FIGURE 1
Influence of Corporate Associations on New Product Evaluations: Study One

.09
(1.04)

----

o/

Product Social Responsibility

/

aStandardized coefficients.
bT-values are shown in parentheses; paths denoted by solid lines are significant at p < .05 or better, directional test.
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availablein the literature,our researchstrategywas to begin
with a test of the effects underconditions that attemptedto
control for potentialthreatsto internalvalidity.Accordingly,
all brandand company names used in the first study were
fictitious to control for prior learning. Descriptions of a
company,a new product,and all measuresappearedin a test
booklet. One hundredsixty-three universityundergraduates
received class credit for their participation.
Procedures/testbooklet. The first page of the test booklet presenteda cover story describing a new type of company profile being developed for investors who wanted to
know general informationabout companies in which they
might invest. Respondentswere informedthatthey need not
be an investorto understandthe general information.
Participantsbegan the first section by reading a profile
of a hypotheticalcompany (the ZENET Corporation)ostensibly preparedby impartial industry experts. The profile
describedthe company's status with respect to CA and CSR
corporateattributes.In addition,participantssaw a company
reportcardthatassigned a lettergrade (i.e., A, B, C, D, or F)
to each of these corporateattributes(an A indicated that a
company was far above the industryaverageon an attribute;
an F indicated that a company was far below the industry
averageon an attribute).
We used a pretest to identify the corporateassociations
to use in our studies. We presented a group of university
undergraduateswith a list of corporate associations that
includedboth CA and CSR associationsand instructedthem
to rate the degree to which each attributewas related to a
company's ability to produce products. For the study, we
selected two CA associations (i.e., technological innovativeness and manufacturingability), which were rated as the
most relevant to a company's ability to produce products,
and two CSR associations (i.e., corporategiving and community involvement),which were ratedas the least relevant.
The company profilecontainedinformationabout these four
corporateattributes.3
To ensure variance on key variables, we used four different descriptions of the ZENET Corporation.The four
company descriptions included the following combinations
of corporate attributes: (1) CAp,,, CSRp,,, (2) CApos,
CSRneg,(3) CAneg,CSRpoS,and (4) CAneg,CSRng. Positive
attributeshad grades of A or B, and negative attributeshad
grades of D or F (for an example company profile, see the
Appendix). Respondentscompleted the first section of the
test booklet by answeringan open-endedquestion that reinforced our cover story.
The second section of the test booklet began with a statement telling respondents that investors also sometimes
wantedan overview of a company's products,followed by a
descriptionof a new product.The product,the QUANTEK
A25, a device consumers of all ages could use to monitor
their basic vital statistics, was described in moderatelypositive terms; the product description informed respondents
that final tests were still in progress (see Appendix). All
3A separatestudywith a similardesignhad indicatedthatthe
orderin whichthe CA andCSRassociationswerepresentedhad

no significant effect on respondents'judgments of the corporate

information
(see DacinandBrown1996).

study respondents read exactly the same product description, followed by questions about the product description
format, which were designed to reinforce the cover story.
The remainderof the test booklet included the measures
needed to test our model. The test booklet took approximately 15 minutes to complete.
Measures
We obtained a measureof productevaluationby informing
respondentsthat the QUANTEKA25 was producedby the
ZENET Corporationand asking them to providetheir overall opinion of the producton a seven-pointscale with verbal
anchorsattachedto each scale position (e.g., "veryunfavorable,""veryfavorable").In additionto the global evaluation,
we also asked respondentsto evaluateseveralproductattributes and included multi-item seven-point scales for assessing productsophisticationand productsocial responsibility
(see Appendix). We included the measureof productsocial
responsibilityto allow for a conservativetest of the relationship between CSR associations and the productattributes,
though we proposed no influence of CSR associations on
productattributes.
Measures for evaluatingCA associations, CSR associations, and the overall companyevaluationappearedafter the
productmeasures.We considered reversingthe orderof the
measures for half of the respondents,but were concerned
that taking multiple measures on corporate associations
prior to obtaining product measures might influence the
productmeasures.To measureoverall companyevaluation,
we reproducedthe company profile presented in the first
partof the test booklet and asked respondentsto providean
overall opinion of the company on the basis of the information in the company profile.The scale was a fully anchored,
seven-pointscale rangingfrom "very unfavorable"to "very
favorable."
Evaluationsof specific corporateattributes(i.e., CA and
CSR) followed the overall company evaluation. In keeping
with the cover story, we told respondents that another
method of presenting the corporateinformationis to use a
numerical presentation format (as opposed to the letter
gradesthatappearedin the first section of the booklet). Consequently,we asked respondentsto evaluateeach of the corporateattributes(i.e., technological innovation,manufacturing ability, corporate giving, community involvement) on
seven-point, bipolar scales anchored with "unfavorablefavorable."
Analysis
We used LISREL to perform path analysis for directly
observed variables (Joreskog and Sorbom 1993). To obtain
measures of each type of corporate association (i.e., CA
and CSR), we factor-analyzedthe corporateattributemeasures obtained in the test booklet. The factor analysis with
varimax rotation resulted in two factors. Consistent with
our expectations, measuresof CA associations loaded high
on the first factor and low on the second factor, and measures of CSR associations loaded high on the second factor
and low on the first factor. We maintainedthe orthogonality of these scores and used the scores associated with the
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first factor as our measure of CA associations and the
scores associated with the second factor as our measure of
CSR associations.
We approachedthe measurementof product attributes
(productsophisticationand productsocial responsibility)in
a similar manner.A varimax-rotatedfactor analysis of the
measures of product attributes resulted in two factors.
Consistent with our expectations, measures of product
sophisticationloaded high on the first factor and low on the
second factor, and measuresof productsocial responsibility
loaded high on the second factor and low on the first factor.
Again, we maintainedthe orthogonalityof these scores and
used the scores associated with the first factor as our measure of productsophisticationand the scores associated with
the second factor as our measure of product social
responsibility.
Results
In response to a hypothesis knowledge check question
(obtained in the test booklet and coded independentlyby
two judges, one of whom is an author)only a few respondents reportedthatthey thoughtthe studymight be aboutthe
influence of the corporate informationon reactions to the
company's products.In addition, we performedanalyses to
identify outliers for each of the four versions of the test
booklet. On the basis of these analyses, we eliminated four
cases from further analyses. Because of missing data on
some measures, pairwise deletion was used in the computation of the covariance matrix;we used the average number
of pairwisecases availableamong the variablesin the model
as our sample size in the analysis (n = 148).
The results of the path analysis appearin Figure 1, and
the covariance matrixused in this analysis appearsin Table
1. The results offer clear supportfor the proposedmodel. All
proposedpaths are statisticallysignificantand in the correct
direction. Furthermore,CSR did not significantly influence
productsocial responsibility,nor did productsocial responsibility influence the productevaluation.In addition,the fit
TABLE 1
Covariance Matrix and Descriptive Statistics for
Variables in Study One Path Analysis
Covariance Matrix
Xa s.d.
(1) Product
Evaluation
(2) Product
Sophistication
(3) ProductSocial
Responsibility
(4) Corporate
Evaluation
(5) Corporate
Ability
(6) CorporateSocial
Responsibility

5.4

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4) (5)

.9

0.0 1.0

.35

0.0 1.0

.08

.00

4.0 1.7

.39

.48

0.0 1.0

.23

.27 -.08 1.39

0.0 1.0 -.07

.01

.01

.09

estimates for the overall model (x2 = 7.82, with 7 df, p > .30;
GFI = .98; AGFI = .95; RMR = .04)4 are within accepted
standards.The standardizedpath coefficients also suggest
that CA associations are more influentialat the brandlevel
than are CSR associations, at least in this simplified model,
which is a resultthatis consistent with the findingsof Keller
and Aaker (1994) and Winters(1988).
Discussion
The results of this study provide evidence that corporate
associations can influence product responses. Moreover,
when both CA and CSR associations are available to consumers, these associations appear to affect product
responses in differentmanners.CSR associationsexhibit an
influence on productevaluationsprimarilythroughthe overall corporateevaluation.CA associations,on the otherhand,
influence productevaluationsthroughproductattributeperceptions, as well as throughthe overallcorporateevaluation.
These findings indicatea dual influence of corporateassociations on consumerproductresponses.
The resultsraise the possibility thatcompaniesthatposition themselves arounda reputationfor technological innovation or other skills and abilities related to productdevelopment and manufacturing (e.g., Hewlett-Packard)may
expect consumersto transferthose associationsto new products from the company. These CA associations may affect
consumers' overall evaluations of the company, which in
turn also may exhibit their own influence on the product
evaluation. Perhapsbecause of their decreased salience for
manyconsumers,CSR associationsfor such things as giving
to worthycauses and communityinvolvementdo not appear
to influence consumer perceptions of product attributes.
Instead,companies that position themselves on these types
of CSR associations (e.g., Ben & Jerry's,The Body Shop)
may gain benefit from them throughtheir positive relationship to the corporateevaluation.
Before drawing conclusions about the role of corporate
associations, however,we addressa limitationof this study.
We designed the study to emphasize internal validity. For
example, the company described in the productprofile was
fictitious (to control for prior learning), and the corporate
information provided was extremely limited. In the next
study, we attemptto replicate these findings in a study that
allows for greaterexteral validity.

Study Two: The Influence of
Corporate Associations for
Real Companies
The purposeof StudyTwo is to replicatethe model obtained
in the first study, but to use actual companies. Ratherthan
manipulate the corporate associations available to respondents, we measure respondents'CA and CSR associations
for real companies and examine the influence of those associations on new productresponses.

.44 .00

aAllvariables were assessed on seven-point scales; factor scores
(withorthogonalrotation)were used in the analysis forthe product
and corporateattributes.

4GFI = goodness-of-fit index; AGFI = adjustedgoodness-of-fit
index; RMR = root mean squareresidual.
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Method
We used a questionnaireto measurethe corporateand product associations needed to replicate the model from Study
One. A descriptionof a fictitious new productand all company and product measures appeared in a questionnaire.
Each of the 127 participatinguniversityundergraduateswas
randomly assigned one of 12 well-known companies that
produce consumer products (two each from six different
industries).5The use of multiple companies added to the
generalizabilityof the results.
Questionnaire, measures, and analysis. Study respondents completed a new product questionnaire under the
premise of obtaining their opinions about a product currentlyunderdevelopment.ParticipantsreadaboutMediMix,
a productdesigned to make taking liquid medicines easier
by neutralizingthe taste of these medicines (see Appendix).
The product,which would apply to anyone who takes liquid
medicines, was described with reasonable thoroughness.
The name of the manufacturer(e.g., the Coca-Cola Company, General Mills, Johnson & Johnson) appearedprominently below the brandname but was not mentionedagain
in the productdescription.
As in the first study, we included all productmeasures
prior to measuresof corporateassociations because we did
not want to create demand artifactby overemphasizingthe
company. The overall product evaluation and product
attribute measures (i.e., product sophistication, product
social responsibility)were the same as those used in the first
study (except that the phrase "advancedcomponents"was
changed to "advanced ingredients"on one of the product
sophistication items). As before, we used factor analysis
with varimaxrotationto producethe measuresfor the product sophisticationand product social responsibilityused in
the path analysis.
The company measures followed the productmeasures.
The overall corporateevaluation measure was identical to
that used previously.Because we were not manipulatingthe
corporateinformationbut ratherwere measuringcorporate
associations for actual companies, the measuresof CA and
CSR associations necessarily differed from those used in
Study One. To assess these corporate associations, we
included a list of corporateattributesand asked the respondent to evaluatethe company on each attributewith a sevenpoint, bipolar scale anchoredby "unfavorable"and "favorable." Three attributes represented CA associations (i.e.,
"leadershipin industry";"researchand developmentcapability";and "progressivenessof company"),and threeattributes represented CSR associations (i.e., "concern for the
environment"; "involvement in local communities"; and
"corporategiving to worthycauses").

5Thesecompaniesincluded(meanoverallcorporateevaluation
on the seven-pointfavorabilityscale shownin parentheses):
The
Coca-ColaCompany(6.10); PepsiCo,Inc. (5.00);GeneralMills,
Inc. (5.80); KelloggCompany(6.25); Procter& Gamble(6.17);
Kimberly-Clark
Coiporation(5.33); Anheuser-BuschCompanies,Inc.(5.38);MillerBrewingCompany(5.89);Johnson& Johnson (6.00); Merck& Company,Inc. (4.63); ExxonCorporation

(5.11); and Mobil Corporation(5.00).

We believe thatwe had adequatecontrols in this study to
allay any concerns about order effects. First, unlike Study
One, we allowed respondents to use whatever corporate
associations came to mind, because we did not present
respondents with any corporate information. Second, we
intermixedthe CSR and CA association items in the questionnaires. Again, we used factor analysis to produce the
measures of CA and CSR associations that were subsequently used in a path analysis with maximum likelihood
estimates.
Results
The responses to a hypothesis knowledge check question
(coded independentlyby two judges, one of whom is an
author) indicated that only a few respondentsthought that
the study might be aboutthe influenceof the corporateassociations on reactions to a company's products. In addition,
we performedanalyses to identify outliers and, on the basis
of these analyses,eliminatedseven cases from furtheranalyses. Because of missing data on some measures, pairwise
deletion was used in the computation of the covariance
matrixanalyzed in the path analysis (see Table 2); the mean
sample size for pairwise relationshipswas 114.
The results of the path analysis appearin Figure 2. This
model, using measures for real companies, generally replicates the resultsof the first study-both CA and CSR associations influence the overall productevaluationthroughthe
corporate evaluation, whereas CA associations also influence the perceptionof productattributes.The fit estimates
for the overall model (X2= 3.79, with 7 df, p > .70; GFI =
.99; AGFI = .97; RMR = .045) are within accepted stan-

dards. Furthermore,though the standardizedpath coefficients are smaller in this study-a likely result of using
actual companies with a richer set of existing corporate
associations (comparedwith the relatively small amount of
corporate information available in the first study)-the
influence of CA associations on the overall company evalu-

TABLE 2
Covariance Matrix and Descriptive Statistics for
Variables in Study Two Path Analysis
Covariance Matrix
Xa s.d.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4) (5)

(1) Product
Evaluation
4.6 1.3
(2) Product
0.0 1.0 .46
Sophistication
(3) Product Social
0.0 1.0 .32 .00
Responsibility
(4) Corporate
Evaluation
5.6 1.2 -.12
.22 .00
(5) Corporate
0.0 1.0 .08 .27 -.02 .47
Ability
(6) Corporate Social
0.0 1.0 .14 .00 -.02 .21 .00
Responsibility
aVariables1-4 were assessed on seven-pointscales, and variables
5-6 were assessed on five-pointscales; factorscores (withorthogonal rotation)were used in the analysis forthe productand corporate attributes.
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FIGURE 2
Influence of Corporate Associations on New Product Evaluations: Study Two

aStandardizedcoefficients.
bT-values are shown in parentheses; paths denoted by solid lines are significant at p < .05 or better, directional test.

ation is clearly stronger than that of CSR associations,
which again replicatesthe results of the first study.
The results, however,differ from those of the first study
in two ways. First,perceivedproductsocial responsibilityis
now a significant predictorof overall product evaluations,
whereas it was not in Study One. Although furtherresearch
is needed, we suspect that the type of new productused in
this study (i.e., one designed to enable people to take medicine more easily) may have contributedto this result. Note,
however, that the companies' CSR associations did not
influence respondents'perceptionsof productsocial responsibility. Second, and perhapsmore important,is the negative
relationship uncovered between the corporate evaluation
and the product evaluation, a seemingly nonintuitivefinding. Because of its importance, we address this result in
greaterdetail in the following discussion.
Discussion
The results of Study One and Study Two provide important
confirmationthat corporateassociations can influence consumer responses to new productsintroducedby companies.
Our conclusions are strengthenedbecause we were able to
replicate the paths through which corporate associations
influence productevaluationsin two differentapproachesto
studying the phenomenon:a lab study using unknowncompanies and a correlational study using real companies.
Together,the results of the two studies confirm that the two
types of corporateassociations appearto affect new product
responses in different ways, which offers support for the
dual influence of corporateassociations on consumer product responses.
In Study Two, however, the negative effect of corporate evaluation on the overall product evaluation is an
intriguing result, one with potentially important implica-

tions for marketingmanagers. Ignoring the effects of CSR
associations for the moment, these results suggest that,
under the conditions of this study, the effect of CA associations on product evaluations is positive through product attribute perceptions and negative through the company evaluation. This result suggests that the notion of a
dual influence of corporate associations is a necessary
consideration if marketing managers are to understand
how consumers use company knowledge in forming
responses to new products from the company. Understanding the conditions under which the negative effect
might occur is paramount,because the managerial implications may be different depending on what effect is
expected.
Because we did not find this effect in Study One, we
examined the differences between the first and second studies to ascertain what may have produced the discrepancy.
The most obvious difference is that we used actual companies in the second study, but hypotheticalcompanies in the
first. Consistent with our goal of enhancing external validity, the use of actualcompaniesenabled respondentsto draw
from a richer set of corporateassociations when evaluating
a company. One result of this may have been that respondents, when retrievingcorporateassociations, also retrieved
associationsfor the company'sexisting productsfrom memory. Furthermore,it is possible that respondents partially
based their evaluationsof the new producton the degree to
which it was consistent with the existing set of products
associated with the company.Brandresearchersoften find a
relationshipbetween the perceivedfit of a new productand
evaluationsof that product(e.g., Smith and Andrews 1995).
We examined the role of fit in this negative relationship
using a measure of perceived fit that we included in the
CorporateAssociations/ 75
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questionnaire.6To control for the effect of perceived fit, we
performeda procedureanalogous to an analysis of covariance. Specifically, we regressedeach of the outcome variables in the model (i.e., corporate evaluation, product
sophistication,productsocial responsibility,productevaluation) on perceived fit and, then, using the residuals,we conducted the path analysis. The results were similar to the
original analysis (X2 = 4.12, with 7 df, p > .70; GFI = .99;
AGFI = .96; RMR = .044); the path between the corporate
evaluation and the product evaluation was still negative.
Consequently,it appearsthatperceivedfit is not responsible
for this relationship.
A second difference between the studies concerned the
productsevaluatedby respondents.In the first study, participants reviewed a technologically advanced product.
Althoughrespondentsdid not receive any price information,
they may have inferredthatthe productwas relativelycostly.
In the second study, participantsreviewed an inexpensive
consumable product. Both products,however, were similar,
in that each was a completely new product for which no
direct comparisons to existing products were possible.
Although it is possible that the differences between the
productsmight affect the relativeusage of corporateassociations, we do not see a ready explanationfor the reversalof
the effect.
A more likely explanationlies in the evaluativenatureof
the companies used in the two studies. In Study One, we
manipulatedCA and CSR associations such that the corporate context into which the new product was introduced
rangedfrom negative to positive. That is, the companyassociated with the new product was sometimes a poor one,
sometimes a good one, and in other cases, somewhere in
between these extremes. On the other hand, the companies
used in Study Two were all successful, well-known companies that respondentswere likely to evaluatepositively (e.g.,
Procter & Gamble, Anheuser-Busch, Mobil Corporation).
Furthermore,the overall evaluation of the new product in
Study Two was in the moderate range (i.e., mean product
evaluation of 4.6 on seven-point "unfavorablefavorable"scale), which raises the possibility that the companies were consistently viewed as more favorablethan the
new product. Given this apparentdiscrepancy,we believe
that a context effect, specifically a contrasteffect, may have
producedthe negative relationshipbetween corporateevaluations and the new product evaluation. We examine these
issues in the next study.

Study Three: Corporate
Associations, Context Effects,
and Product Responses
Although the results of Studies One and Two offer substantial confirmationof the effects of differenttypes of corporate
6Themeasureof perceivedfit was formedby averaginga person'sresponsesto two items(i.e., "Thisproductseemsto fit well
withtheotherproductsproducedby thiscompany"
and"Mostpeopie wouldsay thatit makessense for this companyto offer this
product"),which were assessed on seven-pointstronglydisagree-strongly
agreescales.

associations, they also raise several interesting questions,
particularlywith respect to the observed negative relationship between corporateevaluationsand productevaluations
in Study Two. We believe that this may be a resultof a contrasteffect between positive corporateevaluationsand evaluations of a less positive new product. Nevertheless, other
possible explanations (i.e., the use of actual versus hypothetical companies; the use of an expensive, high-tech new
productversus an inexpensive consumable product)cannot
be ruledout without furtherresearch.We returnto an experimental setting to investigate these issues. An experiment
enables us to set up the appropriateconditions for testing the
possibility of context effects. However,to maintainsome of
the generalizability introduced in the second study, this
experimentuses nonstudentconsumersas respondents.
Context Effects
Thereexists considerableempiricalresearchin both marketing and psychology thatexamines context effects (e.g., Herr
1989; Herr,Sherman,and Fazio 1983; Lynch, Chakravarti,
and Mitra 1991; Manis, Nelson, and Shedler 1988; Martin,
Seta, and Crelia 1990; Meyers-Levy and Sterthal 1993;
Sherif and Hovland 1961; Wedell, Parducci,and Geiselman
1987). In their seminal researchon context effects and attitude change, Sherif and Hovland (1961) suggest that existing attitudescan distort perceptionsand judgments of new
objects. They propose that existing attitudescan serve as a
judgmental standard,or context, for these judgments when
existing attitudesare relevant.In the case of context effects,
these judgments include perceptions of favorability (i.e.,
evaluations).
With respect to evaluation, context effects posit that
when the evaluative implications of the to-be-evaluated
object are discrepant from the existing attitude (i.e., context), a contrasteffect occurs and evaluationsof the target
are distorted away from the context. To explain contrast
effects using companies and products, in the presence of a
context with a positive valence (e.g., positive existing attitudes for a company),a new, less positively evaluatedproduct (e.g., a mediocre new product) will be evaluated more
negativelythanit would be underless positive existing company attitudes; because of the context, the new product
appearsworse than it really is. Furthermore,the greaterthe
discrepancy between the valence of the existing company
attitudeand the perceived valence of the new product, the
greaterthe resultingcontrasteffect. Thus, holding information abouta new productconstant(recall thatall respondents
in Study Two evaluatedexactly the same new product),we
expect that the more positive the context, the more negative
the evaluation of the new product. In other words, we
believe that the bettera respondentfeels about the company
offering the new product, the more negatively he or she
could feel about a mediocre new product,which results in a
negative relationshipbetween the evaluationof the context
(i.e., company)and the evaluationof the product(cf. Martin,
Seta, and Crelia 1990).
In the previous discussion, we extend context effects to
the study of corporateassociations by allowing these associations to serve as the context for a new productintroduced
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by a company. Consequently,following from the logic of
Sherif and Hovland(1961), we expect that when the evaluative implications of the new product informationare discrepantfrom the existing evaluativecontext containedin the
corporateassociations (e.g., positive product,negativecompany), contrast may occur, with evaluations of the product
pushed away from the value of the corporateassociations
(i.e., positive productevaluations become even more positive in the context of negativecorporateassociations).At the
same time, however, because of the dual influence of CA
associationsobtainedin the firsttwo studies, corporateassociations may exhibit a positive relationship with specific
productattributes.
In an applied sense, context effects may hold important
implications for marketingmanagers. Suppose a company
with negativecorporateassociationsamong most consumers
introducesa new productthat, by some objective standard,
is a good product.According to existing knowledge about
company image, the negative corporateassociations would
likely lower the evaluationof the new product.On the basis
of context effects and the results of our second study, however, we believe that there are conditions under which the
standardpositive relationship between corporate associations and new productevaluationsmay be reversed.
Thus, there may be situations in which managers are
able to partiallyovercome the effects of negative corporate
associations. Based on the findings of the context effect literature, if a company with negative corporateassociations
could introduce a sufficiently good product, the product
might not be hurt by the existing corporate associations.
Although perceptionsof specific productattributesmay be
lowered, the company may benefit overall from the contrast
effect set up by the discrepancy(e.g., positive product,negative corporateassociations), and its productmay be evaluated more highly than a similarly good productintroduced
by a company with more positive corporateassociations.
Corporate Ability Associations Versus
Corporate Social Responsibility Associations
and Contrast Effects
The design of Study Three also enables us to investigatethe
individual roles of CSR and CA associations in contrast
effects. In a theoreticalsense, this issue is importantto our
understandingof the roles of both types of corporateattributes. It is also importantat the applied level, because one of
the more importantstrategic options faced by marketing
managers concerns the particular corporate positioning
strategychosen to presentthe company to its publics.
Woulda companythatpositions itself almost exclusively
aroundCSR associations be subject to the potentialcontrast
effects observed in Study Two? It seems unlikely. In discussing context effects, researchers note that the context
must be relevantto the task at hand if it is to exhibit an influence on responses to a target (Herr 1989; Wyer and Srull
1980a, b). Thus, if there is nothing of relevanceto the evaluation of a new product in the corporatecontext, contrast
effects are unlikely.As was noted previously,CSR associations are importantfor influencing a consumer'sopinion of
a company and thus may have an effect on productevalua-

tions, but they offer few implicationsdirectly relevantto the
company's abilities to produceproductsand services.
On the other hand, CA associations provide a corporate
context that is relevantto the task of evaluatinga new product from a company. By definition, CA associations deal
with a company's abilities in producingand deliveringproducts and services. Accordingly,when there is a discrepancy
between the evaluativeimplicationsof CA associations and
the product (e.g., poor company, good product), we might
expect a negative relationship between corporate associations and new productevaluations.
These ideas suggest that the influence of corporateassociations on overall new product evaluations may differ
accordingto type of corporatecontext (i.e., CA versus CSR
associations). If two differentcompanies introducethe same
"good"product,one with negative CA associations and one
with positive CA associations, we propose that evaluations
of the productwhen associated with the company possessing negativeCA associations will be higherthanevaluations
of the productwhen associated with the company possessing positive CA associations: The contrastof the poor CA
associations with a good productraises productevaluations.
Conversely,because we do not expect the CSR associations
context to be relevantto the evaluationof a new product,we
propose that contrasteffects will not be obtained when the
company context consists of CSR associations.
betweencorporateassociationsandnew
PI:The relationship
productevaluationswill reflecta contrasteffect (i.e., be
contextis basedon CA assonegative)whenthecorporate
ciations,but not whenthe corporatecontextis basedon
CSRassociations.
Method
The design of StudyThree enables us to answermanyof the
questions arising from Study Two. In particular,it provides
insights into the likely cause of the negative relationship
obtained between the company context and new product
evaluations.Although we believe that a contrasteffect was
in operation,we cannot rule out the possibility that the use
of real companies and/orthe type of productevaluatedmay
have producedthe results in Study Two. In Study Three, we
use a fictitious company,along with a high-tech product.If
the results indicate the proposed negative influence of CA
associations on new product evaluations, we believe this
provides a measure of evidence that these other possible
alternativesare less likely to be the cause of the negative
effect. The study design also enables us to examine the
effects of a corporate positioning strategy that is highly
focused on CA or CSR associations and to investigate the
potentialfor generalizabilityof severalof our previousfindings to consumers in the marketplace.
We tested our propositionsin a study using 229 people
recruited through mall intercepts. Participantsreceived a
coupon for free refreshments at a nearby restaurant.A
review of subjectclassification data revealedthat59% were
30 years of age or older; 57% were female; and 26% were
college graduates. We randomly assigned participantsto
treatmentsin a 2 x 2 between-subjectsfactorialdesign consisting of the following factors:(1) the valence of corporate
CorporateAssociations/ 77
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associations (i.e., positive, negative)and (2) the type of corporate associations (i.e., CA associations, CSR associations). All brandand company names used in the study were
fictitious to control for priorlearning.
Procedures, Test Booklet, and Measures
Subjects completed test booklets individuallyin small interview rooms located inside a shopping mall. We used the
same cover story aboutexaminingcompanyprofiles for possible use by investorsthat was used in Study One. Subjects
began the study by readinga profile of a hypotheticalcompany (the ZENET Corporation).The profile was similar to
that used in Study One, except thatonly CA associations or
CSR associations-not both types-were included. The
company name and brief history were identical for all subjects. The company profile includedinformationaboutthree
corporateattributes,which we used to manipulateboth the
type and the valence of corporate associations. Using the
resultsof our previouspretest,we identifiedthreeCA attributes and three CSR attributesto use in the profiles; these
were rated as the most product-relevantand product-irrelevant attributes,respectively, by our pretest participants.In
the CA association condition, we providedcorporateinformation about technological innovativeness, manufacturing
ability, and employee expertise and training.In contrast,the
CSR association condition contained corporateinformation
about the environmentalorientation,corporategiving, and
community involvementof the company.
We manipulatedvalence throughthe scores providedon
the company reportcards. Subjects in the negative valence
condition received informationsuggesting thatthe company
was poorly ratedon the presentedattributes(i.e., scores of D
or F on the three attributesin the company report card).
Those in the positive valence condition were given scores
that portrayedthe company as a strong performeron the
three attributes(i.e., scores of A or B on the three attributes
in the reportcard).7
In summary,subjectsreceivedone of fourdifferentcompany descriptions:(1) CApos,(2) CAneg,(3) CSRpos,or (4)
CSRneg.Pretesting ensured that the positive and negative
descriptionsfor both types of contexts were statisticallydifferent in termsof evaluativeimplications(across four sevenpoint evaluation scales: M_-A = 1.81, M+CA = 6.02 [t =

18.13, 15 df; p < .001]; M-CSR= 2.09, M+CSR= 5.84 [t =
11.21, 15 df; p < .001]) and that the two positive (negative)
company descriptions were about equally favorable (unfavorable) to subjects (for the two positive conditions, t = .83,
15 df; p > .40; for the two negativeconditions,t = .80, 15 df;
p > .40). After reading the company profile, subjects
respondedto a manipulationcheck measure(i.e., the overall
evaluation of the company, measuredas in Study One) and
answered a question designed to reinforcethe cover story.
7Wealso manipulatedthe accessibility of corporateassociations
by including several distractercompany profiles following the target company profile in abouthalf of the cases. Althoughthe manipulation did lower respondents'ability to recall specific corporate
attributes,there were no significant effects of accessibility on the
new product evaluation. Accordingly, we dropped this variable
from all analyses.

Subjects then saw a descriptionof a new product(i.e.,
the QUANTEK A25 used in Study One). Underneaththe
brandname was the following notation:"(manufacturedby
the ZENET Corporation)."This was the only connection
provided between the company description and the new
productpriorto taking the productevaluationmeasure.8
Following the new product description, subjects first
received additionalquestionsreinforcingthe cover story and
then responded to the dependent measure. The dependent
measure, which was the evaluation of the new product,
asked subjects to respondto a seven-point evaluation scale
with verbal descriptorsfor each scale position anchoredby
"very unfavorable"and "very favorable."We also administereda manipulationcheck for corporateassociation valence
by asking subjects to provide an overall evaluation of the
company on a seven-point fully anchoredevaluation scale.
The questionnaire concluded with other measures that
included a hypothesis knowledge check. The booklet took
approximately 30 minutes to complete, after which the
experimenterdebriefedand dismissed subjects.
Results
Responses to the hypothesis knowledge check question,
coded separatelyby two judges (which included one of the
authors),indicatedthat none of the consumers interviewed
in the shopping mall suspected the true focus of the
research.Instead,many subjectsbelieved that the study was
an early markettest of the new product. In addition, many
subjects simply restatedthe cover story. However, because
of missing informationon key variablesand a few instances
in which respondentsclearly did not follow instructions,we
deleted some cases from analyses. As a result, the statistical
analyses included the responsesof 200 subjects.
Consistent with the results of the pretest, the manipulation check on valence indicated a statistically significant
effect in the correct direction for both CA associations and
CSR associations (for the effect of valence, F1,196= 268.52,
p < .01). To test our propositions,we used a two-way analysis of variance followed by an analysis of simple effects
(Keppel 1991).
The focus of this study was to investigate whether the
relationshipbetween corporateassociations (i.e., corporate
image) and consumers' evaluations of new productsdiffer
depending on the type of the corporateassociation held by
consumers. The results indicate that the relationshipdoes
differ. Mean productevaluationscores by valence and type
of corporateattributesappearin Table 3.
Our proposition suggests that, because of context
effects, when consumerspossess only CA associations with
respect to a company,evaluationsof a "good"new product
from the company can be higher when the corporateattributes are negative,comparedto when these attributesare positive. Specifically, we argue that the CA associations could
serve as the context within which consumers evaluate the
8Weweredeliberatelyconservativein limitingthe directconnectionbetweencompanyandproductbecauseof concernsabout
creating demand artifact.The strengthof the cover story and the

results of the hypothesisknowledgecheck (presentedsubsewerenotoverlystrong.
quently)suggestthatourmanipulations
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TABLE 3
Mean Product Evaluations, Grouped by Type and
Valence of Corporate Associations
Mean Product
Evaluation
Valence
-

+

CorporateAbility
(s.d.)

5.60a
(1.09)

5.22
(1.11)

CorporateSocial Responsibility
(s.d.)

4.98
(1.10)

5.36
(1.08)

Type of Corporate Associations

an = 50 per cell.

new product, and when the evaluative implications of the
new product are sufficiently discrepant from the context,
contrast may occur. Furthermore,we propose that when
CSR associations form the primarybasis of the corporate
context, there should not be any context effects due to the
lack of a relevant connection between what the consumer
knows about the company and the evaluation of the new
product.Together,these ideas call for a significant interaction between valence and type of corporateassociation.
The results of the analysis of variance indicate that the
valence and type of corporate associations did interact
(Fi,196 = 6.02; p < .05). The productevaluationmeans suggest a positive relationshipbetween corporateassociations
and new productevaluations when CSR associations make
up the corporatecontext and a negativerelationshipbetween
corporate associations and new product evaluations when
CA associations make up the corporatecontext.
To test whether these relationships between corporate
associations and new productevaluationsare significant,we
examined the simple effects for each type of corporateassociation. Specifically, we undertooka simple effects analysis
to test for significantdifferences across the levels of valence
for each type of corporate association. As Keppel (1991)
suggests, we used the overall mean-squareerrorof the twofactoranalysis to investigatethe significance of each simple
effect. Furthermore, because we proposed directional
results, we used directional tests in our analysis of simple
effects. The resultsof this analysis indicatethat the relationship between corporateassociations and new productevaluations are significant for both CA associations (Fi 98 =
3.011; p < .05; r2 = .030) and CSR associations (F1,98=
3.01 1; p < .05; r2 = .030).9

Discussion
The results of Study Three supportour propositionthat the
relationshipbetween corporateassociations and consumers'
evaluations of new products can differ depending on the
9We also includedan item thataskedsubjectsto providetheir
of the"technological
innovativeness"
of thenewprodperceptions
uct.Consistentwiththe resultsof the firsttwo studies,we founda
positive relationshipbetween CA associations and product
attribute
(forthe simpleeffectof valenceforCA assoperceptions

ciations, FI 98 = 4.966; p < .05; 12 = .048).

type of corporate associations held by consumers. This
offers additional empirical support for a qualitativedifference between the two types of corporateassociations proposed and examined in our earlier studies. In addition, the
results suggest that neither the use of known versus
unknowncompanies nor the type of productevaluated(nor
the perceived fit of the new product, because all subjects
reviewed the same company) likely producedthe negative
relationshipbetween the corporateevaluation and product
evaluations found in Study Two. Instead, it appears that a
context effect may operatewhen a new productis evaluated
in light of its corporatecontext. Specifically, in StudyThree,
we found context effects when corporate associations for
corporateabilities made up the corporatecontext-the same
new product was regardedas significantly more favorable
when introducedby a company with more negativelyevaluated CA associations than by a company with more positively evaluatedCA associations.
With respect to corporate associations for corporate
social responsibility,we did not propose, nor did we find,
contrasteffects. Instead,when CSR associations formed the
corporatecontext, positive corporateassociations enhanced
product evaluations and negative corporate associations
deflated productevaluations.
It is importantto emphasize that because of our research
objectives for this study, the conditions of the study created
the opportunityfor context effects to occur.We are not arguing that all companies with poor CA associationswill benefit from this effect. Rather,the results suggest that when
consumers hold a poor evaluation of a company based on
CA associations and later have the opportunityto form an
opinion of a new, "good" product from the company, the
product evaluation may somehow benefit from the earlier
negative evaluation of the company. These results have
importantimplications for managers and furtherresearch,
which we discuss subsequently.

General Discussion
Although corporate associations, particularlyin corporate
image research,have a long history in marketing,we found
limited empirical evidence in the literatureon the relationship between corporate associations and brand-level
responses. Recently, however, there have been suggestions
by brand theorists that a link may exist between product
judgments and organizationalassociations (Aaker 1996) or
secondary associations, one of which is the company that
producedthe product(Keller 1993). Our goal was to begin
to systematicallyexplore the influence of corporateassociations on consumer productevaluations. We also sought to
differentiatebetween two distinct types of corporateassociations-CA associations and CSR associations-and investigate the natureof the influence that each might have on
new productevaluations.
One importantfinding of our research is the empirical
validation of the relationship between corporate associations and consumer product responses. That is, what consumers know about a company can influence their reactions to the company's products. The implication for marketing managers is straightforwardand offers confirmaCorporateAssociations/ 79
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tion for what many may already believe (see Kinnear and
Root 1995): Paying attentionto and managing all the associations that people have about a company, both for abilities and social responsibility, is an important strategic
task.
Although both general types of corporate associations
can be influential,in our studies, we found that a reputation
based on a company'sabilities may have a greaterimpacton
both specific product attributeperceptions and the overall
corporateevaluationthana reputationfor social responsibility. We found that CA associationscan exert dual influences
on evaluations of new productsthroughtheir effect on (1)
product attributeperceptions and (2) the overall corporate
evaluation. We also found that CSR associations appearto
exert an influence on product evaluations through their
influence on the corporate evaluation. Consequently,
anotherimportantcontributionof this researchis the identificationand validationof multiplepathsof influence for corporateassociations.
In many situations, importantproductattributescannot
be fully evaluatedpriorto purchase;at the time of purchase,
information is effectively missing about these attributes.
The results of all three studies indicate that consumers can
and will use CA associations as the basis for inferences
about missing product attributes.Thus, through the development of CA associations, marketingmanagerscan leverage what consumers know about a company to compensate
for what they do not know and cannot evaluate about a
product.
In addition, CA associations can influence new product
evaluationsthroughtheireffect on how consumersfeel overall about the company.The corporateevaluation,or attitude
towardthe company, exhibited an influence on the product
evaluation that was independent of the influence of CA
associations on specific productattributes.Thus, even in situations in which productattributelevels are known priorto
purchase and consumption, a company may still derive
value from the CA associations that consumerspossess.
Although the previous discussion highlights the importance of managerialattentionto CA associations,our results
also suggest that CSR associations have a significant influence on consumer responsesto new products.The results of
all three studies demonstratethat negativeCSR associations
ultimately can have a detrimentaleffect on overall product
evaluations,whereas positive CSR associationscan enhance
the productevaluations.
Marketing managers have been encouraged to pursue
"enlightened self-interest" by striving to achieve various
societal goals while earning profits. For example, some
authors suggest using cause-relatedmarketingas an effective tool for doing societal good and enhancing company
profits (see Embley 1993). To date, however, there is little
evidence suggesting how societally orientedactivities might
bringaboutpositive outcomes for the firm.Whenconsumers
know about such activities, our researchindicates that CSR
associations influence the overall evaluation of the company, which in turncan affect how consumersevaluateproducts from the company.All else being equal, more positive
evaluations should produce greater revenues for a firm.
Although we allowed for the possibility that CSR associa-

tions might have a direct effect on evaluations of socially
related productattributesin Study One and Study Two, we
did not observe such an influence. Thus, though it appears
that the primary influence of CSR associations comes
through their influence on the corporate evaluation rather
than through any influence on specific product attributes,
they still must be an importantconsideration in strategic
decisions.
Finally, Studies One and Two demonstrate that there
may be ways for managers to partially overcome the
effects of negative corporateassociations on productevaluations. The results indicate that when there is a discrepancy between the evaluative implications of the corporate
associations and the new product (e.g., poor CA associations and good product),a contrasteffect can occur, which
causes the evaluation of the productto be higher when it is
produced by a company with more negatively evaluated
CA associations than when it is produced by a company
with more positively evaluated CA associations. One
implication of our research,then, is that it may be possible
for companies with a poor reputationbased on CA associations to overcome (or actually benefit from) the expected
detrimentaleffects on product evaluations by introducing
truly good products.In short, the new productmay be evaluated especially highly in light of its corporate context.
Similarly, based on the results of Study Two, it appears
that a new product introducedby a company with positive
corporate associations may receive lower evaluations than
it might otherwise have received. However, because corporate associations influence productresponses throughmultiple routes, it is still unclear under which circumstances
the influence of the corporateevaluation on productevaluations (i.e., the observed contrast effect) outweighs the
influence of corporate associations on product attribute
inferences.
In summary, consider again the manager who commented that her company did many "good things" but was
unsureof what the outcomes were for the company.In practice, it would be extremelydifficult to determinethe precise
"value of a corporateimage" or "value of being seen as a
'good guy"' (MarketingScience Institute 1992, pp. 6-7). A
particularcorporate positioning strategy may have influences on several differentaudiences-our researchconsidered only the consumer audience. Within the consumer
group,however,our studies begin to piece togetherthe manner in which corporateassociations can influence product
responses. When there is a direct link between corporate
associations and missing productattributes,consumers can
use the corporateassociations to draw inferences about the
product. Corporateassociations that are less product-relevant (i.e., those concernedwith social responsibility)appear
to have less influence, thoughthey do-along with CA associations-significantly affect how consumers feel overall
about a company.The overall corporateevaluation,in turn,
exhibits an influence on the productevaluation.In addition,
when the corporate context is based on CA associations,
there is opportunityfor contrasteffects to occur.
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Limitations and Directions for Further Research
Because our studies represent preliminaryforays into the
effects of corporateassociations, they possess several limitations. However, as one of the first studies in this area, we
believe that our findings create substantialopportunitiesfor
furtherresearch. Consequently,we suggest several promising avenues for furtherresearchthatwill enable marketersto
gain a better understandingof the influence of corporate
associations on consumer productresponses.
The reportedstudies identify two broadtypes of corporateassociations and use a limited numberof associationsof
each type in forming company profiles. We use a pretestto
identify CA and CSR associations in such a way thatthe distinction between the two types is meaningful.Nevertheless,
consumers may hold any numberof corporateassociations,
though, at any one point in time, there will likely be only a
limited number of salient associations for any particular
company. Researchersstill must examine ways of identifying salient corporateassociations and their role in influencing the overall corporateevaluationand productevaluations.
For example, most approachesto company image (a subset
of corporateassociations) suggest considerabledimensionality for that construct.Similarly, researchersmust develop
and psychometricallyvalidatemeasuresof corporateassociations that capturethe full dimensionalityof the concept.
In addition, furtherresearchmust investigatethe role of
corporate associations using different product categories
and product positioning strategies in order to examine
whetherthe results we obtainedare generalizable.We chose
productcategories that were neithertoo familiarnor necessarily interesting to our respondents. Additional research
should investigate the potential moderatingrole of product
category familiarity,interest, and involvement on the relationships we obtained.Anotherspecific issue is whetherthe
use of a socially responsible product positioning strategy
would increase the salience and influence of CSR associations (e.g., if a new productwere positioned as environmentally friendly, would the paths between CSR associations
and product social responsibility attributesbecome significant?). If so, CSR associations may influence productevaluations through multiple routes in some situations,just as
the CA associations did in our studies.
We examine the consequences of variouscorporateassociations without regard for where these associations originated. An interesting managerialquestion concerns how a
company can influence corporateassociations held by consumers. In short, how does a company implementa particular corporate positioning strategy? One means of accomplishing this goal is through a company's advertising. For
example, the Saturn Corporationcurrently positions both
company and productthroughits advertisingslogan: "A different kind of company.A differentkind of car."A corporate
position built around CSR associations may be especially
difficult to communicate.A company can "build buildings,
give money away" but unless consumers know about it, it
may do little good or have little effect on productresponses.
We demonstrate,however,that the effective communication
of this informationmatters,because thereis a benefit of having positive CSR associations.

In StudyThree, we proposeand observe a contrasteffect
when a company with negative CA associations introduces
an objectively positive new product. We need further
research that investigates what effect a product evaluation
that is based on contrasteffects has on subsequentcorporate
associations for the company. For example, if a contrast
effect results in a negative productevaluation,can this, in
turn,result in more negative corporateassociations?Generally, the reciprocaleffects of company and productremain
for closer examination.
In light of the findings of the firsttwo studies, additional
researchis needed to investigatehow CA and CSR associations interactto affect both overall companyevaluationsand
overall productevaluations.Forexample, to what extent can
positive CSR associations serve to counterbalancenegative
CA associations, or vice versa? Furthermore,if a company
focuses too intentlyon communicatingCSR associations, is
it possible that consumers may believe that the company is
tryingto hide something?Researchis needed to uncoverany
boundaryconditions on the positive effects of CSR.
We examine one basic strategicvariable,corporatepositioning strategy (i.e., positioning on CA or CSR corporate
attributes)and find that the influence of corporateassociations on consumer productevaluations tends to be greater
for CA associations. Furtherresearchmight examine other
potentialmoderatingconditions for the relationshipbetween
corporate associations and product responses, including
consumer values, degree of product differentiation, and
company uniqueness.
The personal values held by individualconsumers may
influence their evaluationsof and behaviorstowardcompanies and products.For example, a consumer'sbehaviormay
be dependenton the extent to which a company'svalues and
beliefs are in agreementwith his or her value system. Belch
and Belch (1987) find that boycottersand nonboycottersof
a productbased theirattitudesand intendedpurchasebehaviors on different criteria. Corporateassociations were the
strongest predictorsof consumer responses for boycotters,
perhapsbecause what they knew about the company somehow violated important values. Conversely, product
responses of nonboycotterswere influenced more directly
by product attributes than by corporate associations.
Researchers must determine if, how, and why our model
shown in Figure 1 would differ dependingon the perceived
overlap of company and personalvalues.
In many consumer productcategories, rapid brandproliferationoften results in productsthat seem similar in look,
taste, feel, packaging,advertising,and so on. If a consumer
is confrontedwith a choice between two or more equivalent
alternativechoices, Olins (1989) and King (1991) suggest
that the influence of corporate associations on product
responses will increase.Our researchfocuses on the evaluation of new products introduced by companies; further
researchmight manipulatethe degree of productdifferentiation for a targetproductand examine the influence of corporateassociations on productchoice.
Finally, the degree to which consumersperceive a company as unique also may influence the relationshipbetween
corporateassociations and consumerproductresponses. For
industries with which consumers are somewhat familiar,
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consumers may summarize what they know about companies in the industryinto an "industryprototype."A company
that manages to establish its uniquenessrelative to this prototype (e.g., recall Saturn's position as a different kind of
company) may have an advantage because its corporate
associations may be more accessible in consumers' minds
than those of its competitors.Higgins and King (1981) sug-

gest that one of the factors that can make a stored association more accessible is its salience (i.e., distinctiveness or
unusualness).Consequently,it would be interestingto investigate whether corporate associations are more likely to
influence consumers when they are considering new products from unique companies.

APPENDIX
Sample Company Description Used in Study One
COMPANYPROFILE:ZENETCorporation
Aboutthe Company:In 1968, two brothersnamed Davidand
Thomas Butts formed the ZENET Corporation in New
Brunswick,New Jersey, to develop and manufactureelectronictesting equipment.As of 1992, the ZENETCorporation
operatedthree manufacturingplants in the U.S., along witha
subsidiary in Great Britain.The company offers both consumer and industrialproducts.
The ZENETCorporationis considered by most observers
to be an industryleader in technologicalinnovativeness,having earned over 100 patents in recent years (the industry
average was about 50 patents over the same time period).
Most of the company's manufacturingplants are modernized, using state-of-the-art production equipment and
processes. Each year the company contributesless than 1%
of net profits to needy local and national organizations
througha company-sponsorednon-profitorganization.This
percentage is relativelysmall by industrystandards.A few
ZENET Corporationemployees are involved in their local
communities.Participationin such activitiesis often difficult,
however,since it is not easy to get time off fromthe company
to attend importantmeetings.
COMPANYREPORTCARD:
TechnologicalInnovation:
Ability:
Manufacturing
CorporateGiving:
CommunityInvolvement:

A
B
D
F

Product Description Used in Study One
PRODUCTPROFILE:QUANTEKA25
The QuantekA25 is a device for measuringand monitoring basic vital statistics, including respiration,heart rate,
blood pressure, and temperature.Recent advances in medical technology have made possible simultaneoustesting of
these vitalstatistics using a single contact pointwithhuman
skin. The Quantek A25 has a sensor pad on top of the unit
that an individualneed only touch for 3 seconds. The unit
also comes equipped witha braceletattachmentforcontinuous monitoring.The Quantek A25 is batteryoperated, with
an optionalAC adapter for use with regularhousehold electricalcurrent.

The Quantek A25 has been partiallyexamined in independenttests by Consumer'sUnion(publishersof Consumer
Reports magazine), Consumer's Digest magazine, and
Underwriters'Laboratory(UL), though final tests on the
accuracy of the unitare still underway.The unitwas able to
withstandrelativelyextreme temperaturesin climate control
tests and, althoughmade of plastic,the unitappeared to be
durable unless repeatedly dropped.The Quantek A25 was
reasonablyeasy to use if the instructionswere followedcarefully.Users noted the convenience of the unit,in that it combines several functionsinto one small unit.Similarunits will
soon be availablefromother manufacturers.
Brand Attribute Measures Used in Study One
PRODUCTSOPHISTICATION
This productis probablymore advancedthan any otherproduct like it.a

This productfeatures advanced components.
This is a sophisticatedproduct.
PRODUCTSOCIALRESPONSIBILITY
This is a socially responsibleproduct.
This productis more beneficialto society's welfarethan other
products.
This productcontributessomething to society.
Product Description Used In Study Two
Brand:MediMix?Suspension Liquid
The Procter & Gamble Company
Manufacturer:
ProductDescription:
MediMix?Suspension Liquidis a new type of product
designed to make it easier to take many medicines. MediMix?contains a patented ingredientmixturethat neutralizes the taste of most medicines when mixedaccordingto
easy-to-followdirections.This uniqueproductcan be used
with liquidor powdered medicines and comes in two flavors, grape and cherry.In some cases, a single serving
can be used to delivertwo medicines simultaneously.MediMix?willbe sold throughdrugand food stores and comes
in 8 oz. aluminumcans with a retailprice of under $1.00
per can.

aAgreementwitheach statement was assessed on seven-pointbipolarscales anchoredby "stronglydisagree"and "stronglyagree."
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